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Abstract：
In Japan recently, for the purpose of tourism promotion and the local revitalization, place branding, or establishment 
of local brands, is being called for. In this paper, we discuss branding of regional special products from the viewpoint 
concerned with place brands. These two types of branding are mutually related: the image of the place has an impact on 
the evaluation of the local product （place-of-origin effect）, while the character of the local product gives consumers the 
associated image of the place where the products originate （local product association）. This current study on food and 
meals is based on my previous study that found the importance of the food in general as a tourist attraction. We consider 
that relative effectiveness of the two depends on how well the place is known, and that the branding of place and regional 























































































































































































































































図 3 ： 生産地効果と特産品連想の模式図
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